StoSignature™ is a blend of color, texture, profiles, and effects utilizing Sto products to create customizable finished surfaces for building exteriors.
If you can imagine it, you can create it.

In modern building design, beauty is in the details. Sto, the technical and creative experts in exterior wall solutions, makes it easier than ever to create a signature look the world has never seen before. Introducing StoSignature™. A virtually endless blend of color, texture, profiles, and effects utilizing Sto products that create customizable finished surfaces that can be applied to any Sto wall system. With your imagination and StoSignature, extraordinary awaits.
Outer beauty.
Inner functionality.

StoSignature combines Sto’s high-quality, proven finishes with application techniques to create beautiful, one-of-a-kind exterior aesthetics. But peek beneath the surface and you will discover the beauty of some of the most tested and trusted engineered wall assemblies. Let individuality and design take center stage and free yourself to customize while maintaining continuity, connectivity and single source responsibility with Sto.
StoSignature Impression

Finish has always been used as a material that can subtly evoke the impression of other materials. Tried-and-tested formulations for textures, effects and colors make it possible to create designs that leave a real impression – whether in the appearance of stone, brick, wood or concrete.

**Concrete 10-30**

A variety of concrete surface textures can be achieved with StoSignature Concrete. Smooth, textured and even formed concrete surface impressions are just some of the customizable finish surfaces made possible with StoSignature.

**Brick 10-30**

Achieve the timeless aesthetic of brick in a wide variety of customizable colors, sizes and textures. StoSignature Brick makes it easy to create your own custom brick finish surface.

**Stone 10-20**

Stone provides an elegant aesthetic to a building either as an accent or as a primary facade component. StoSignature Stone, allows you to create a variety of stone surface textures, ranging from a smooth limestone to a colorful granite.

**Wood 10-20**

Wood grained surface textures provide a natural looking aesthetic to a building facade. A variety of wood grained textures and colors can be created with StoSignature Wood including smooth, rough and knotted grains.
StoSignature™ Customized Finish Surfaces
Texture

**StoSignature Texture**

Stippled or rilled textures with varying aggregate sizes are common looks with finish material. Surface techniques significantly enhance the surface design options, allowing a limitless variety of textures to be created. Color effects added to the finish expand the visual appearance of the surface and give it an individual expression.

*Fine 10-30*
Achieve a variety of smooth surface aesthetics with StoSignature Fine. Textures range from completely smooth, to lightly grooved or softly textured.

*Rough 10-20*
StoSignature Rough allows you to create a variety of rough finish surfaces, adding a dramatic effect to a building facade.

*Linear 10*
A linear surface texture provides a surprising effect when combined with color and light. StoSignature Linear uses a brush instead of a roller to achieve this unique aesthetic.
StoSignature Color Effect

Subtly tinted or with bold colors, transparent or with a stain, the elaborate color system from Sto gives a great deal of freedom when it comes to color design. Our range of colors + application techniques allows you to create an endless variety of combinations of tone and texture accents that highlight the unique surface structure of the facade.

**Color Partial**

StoSignature is a customizable collection of textures, colors and effects that are used to create unique surface aesthetics. StoSignature Color Partial is a technique that colors the raised areas of the texture providing a color accent that highlights the unique surface structure.

**Variegated**

Achieving an antique, mottled or stained appearance on any surface is easy with StoSignature Variegated. The variegated effect allows you to create a rich variety of tones and textures, resembling natural stone, stained concrete or antique plaster.
At Sto, we strive to support building owners, contractors and design professionals in creating energy efficient buildings that also showcase individuality in design. Providing personalized service and support 24/7, Sto works hand in hand with you to find the best building solution and to achieve your design inspiration.

**Performance:** Our building solutions offer the highest level of protection, longevity and color stability available. With the highest environmental performance. As a result, our products and systems maximize curb appeal and reduce life-cycle costs.

**Experience:** We find the right solutions for our customers. Our experienced associates are determined to assist you in finding the right options for each project. We take multiple factors into account in order to help you create the most efficient and aesthetically appealing buildings.

**Relationships:** We are always there for our customers, providing personalized support and services. Alongside our products, we offer value-added services to help you make the best building decisions.

**Innovation:** Throughout the company’s history, we have set a precedent for product innovation, introducing such industry-altering products like our unique StoColor® Lotusan® coating with self-cleaning properties and StoGuard®, our family of liquid applied air and moisture barriers. We pride ourselves in advancing technologies each year and constantly improving not only our offerings, but the offerings of the building industry as a whole.

Through our commitment to our four brand pillars — performance, experience, relationships and innovation – Sto is dedicated to helping you to make smart building decisions, today and in the future. Because at Sto, that’s **Building with Conscience.**